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Abstract

The gas cooled reactor programme in France originally consisted of eight Natural
Uranium Graphite Gas Cooled Reactors (UNGG). These eight units, which are now
permanently shutdown, represented a combined net electrical power of 2,375 MW and a
total operational history of 163 years. Studies related to these reactors concern monitoring
and dismantling of decommissioned facilities, including the development of methods for
dismantling. France has been monitoring the development of HTRs throughout the world
since 1979, when it halted its own HTR R&D programme. France actively participates in
three CRPs set up by the IAEA.

1 - NATURAL URANIUM - GRAPHITE-GAS COOLED REACTORS

France has built and operated 8 Natural Uranium-Graphite-Gas cooled
Reactors (UNGG) and exportated one in Spain which was operated by a French-
Spanish company (Hifrensa).
The two first one, Marcoule G2 and G3, was operated by CEA and later by
COGEMA. The other, Chinon 1, 2 and 3, Saint Laurent 1 and 2, Bugey 1, was
operated by EDF. Today all of them are shutdown. The table 1 gives data for each of
them.

The studies related to these reactors concern monitoring and dismantling of
decommissioned facilities.
The CHINON A1 reactor was converted into a nuclear museum which is very much
visited. The other gas cooled reactors are being dismantled. The MARCOULE G2
and G3 and CHINON A2 reactors have been dismantled to level 2. CHINON A3
have been dismantled to level 1 and is waiting for administrative authorization to
undertake works to reach level 2. St-LAURENT A1 and A2 and BUGEY 1 reactors
are in the stage of "definitive stop phase". That means all nuclear fuels have been
discharged and transfered to the reprocessing plant.
A study is actualy running for a possible decision concerning an immediate
dismantlement at level 3 for MARCOULE G2 and G3 reactors. The question is
economical and technical (what to do with the graphite and how). For the EDF
reactors, this level 3 is scheduled about 50 years after level 2 dismantling. Special
attention is given to structure activation studies and evaluation of dose rates at a
time when the technical support teams, in particular the neutronics teams, and the
operating teams are still at the site or operational. It is effectively of first importance
to prepare carefully files required fo dismantling which will occur after a such long
time.

Other studies are being conducted to develop methods for dismantling
problem - raising structures such as those comprising irradiated steels and
graphites. An arc furnace at Marcoule made an industrial demonstration on melting
more than 5000 tons of slightly contaminated steel from CO2 primary circuit. The
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benefit of this melting is evident concerning the volume of wastes, but also on the
contamination level. Only cobalt subsists on the ingots which are use to manufacture
waste containers. It have a capacity of 15 tons with possible production of 10,000
tones per year, for size pieces such as diameter 2.2 m, height 1.3 m. This furnace is
actualy used for G2-G3 steam generator melting. A fluidized graphite incineration
pilot built by FRAMATOME has a capacity of 40 kg/h, whereas the dermo laser
system, installed at Marseille in collaboration with the CEA, is currently capable of
incinerating 35 kg of graphite per hour.

2. HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTORS

France has been monitoring the development of High Temperature Reactors
(HTR) throughout the world since 1979, when it halted its own HTR research and
development program. The trend toward low power reactors with specific properties
enabling them to easily satisfy tighter safety requirements has led to studies
assessing this concept. These projects fall under the scope of a wider program on
future reactors. The results of french studies are in good agrement with US and
German studies on modular reactors for normal and accidental conditions.

France's interest is demonstrated by its participation in three CRPs set up by
IAEA:

- "Validation of safety related physics calculations in low enriched gas-cooled
reactors" in which a french expert was involved for the Proteus experimentations.

- "Heat transport and after heat remouval for gas-cooled reactors under accident
conditions". The CEA is involved in a benchmark which is a code to experiment
comparaison between JAERI HTTR experiment and french calculations - These
calculations were made with a finite elements method 3D code (TRIO-EF) which is a
general code. With it, it is possible to have conduction, convection and radiation
heat transfert coupled.
The results of calculation are in good agreement with HTTR experiment (scale 1/4).

- "Experimental work on validation of prodictive methods for fuel and fission product
behaviour is gas-cooled reactors". In this area, the CEA undertook an experimental
study in a research reactor (SILOE at Grenoble Centre) in the COMEDIE loop on
behalf of the DOE. The deposit of fission products generated by particules that were
deliberately not tight was studied, along with their migration during depressurization
at various level. The test was performed sucessfully in the last quarter of 1992. Until
today, the results were not published. As we have got DOE's agreement to release
this information, you will be the first to hear a piece of new on this subject. A paper
signed by GA, ORNL and CEA will be presented during this IAEA meeting.

In addition, France examines the possibility of participation in a fourth CRP on
"Design and Evaluation of Heat Utilisation systems for the HTTR". The final decision
is not yet taken.
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TABLE 1.

REACTOR

MARCOULEG2

MARCOULEG3

CHINON A1

CHINONA2

CHINON A3

ST-LAURENT A1

ST-LAURENTA2

BUGEY1

VANDELLOS1

TOTAL

NET
ELECTRICAL

FOWER

40

40

70

210

480

480

515

540

480

2855

DATE

OF GRID
CONNEXION

22/4/59

4/4/60

14/6/63

24/2/65

4/8/66

14/3/69

9/8/71

15/4/72

6/5/72

DATE

CF
SHUTDOWN

2/2/80

28/6/84

16/4/73

14/6/85

15/6/90

18/4/90

27/5/92

27/5/94

19/10/89

SERVICE LIFE

21

24

10

20

24

21

21

22

17

180

REASON

FOR
SHUTDOWN

Technical : graphite expansion

Technical : steel embrittlement

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

Accident : alternator fire
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